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Zimbabwe plans
new currency in
dollar shortage

COMMODITIES REVIEW
ALY KHAN SATCHU

Education still the
hottest investment

T

he education sector has been blowing hot for
a while now. The latest announcement was
around the acquisition of Hillcrest School. Media
reported a transaction value of Sh2.6b (my information confirms it was considerably shy of that figure)
from Fanisi Capital a PE Fund, who in turn had bought
HIL out of receivership, nurtured it and now placing it
under GEMS Education, one of the largest and oldest
education providers in the world. The transaction Is
subject to approval from the Competition Authority of
Kenya.
GEMS Education is a family-owned education
provider, headquartered in Dubai, with a track record
in the education field spanning 60 years with global
operations encompassing 300,000 pupils in 80
schools in Africa, Europe, North America, Asia and the
Middle East. Through the organisation’s philanthropic
arm, The Varkey Foundation, they work to improve
education standards and raise the status and capacity
of teachers around the world. Varkey Foundation
awards the Global Teacher Prize a US $1million dollar
award, presented annually to an exceptional teacher
who has made an outstanding contribution. Having
known Hillcrest since my days at Kenton College, it is a
good result to see the school find a stable and expert
platform. In education, stand alone Institutions are
inherently at a disadvantage versus specialist school
networks, where bench strength, and opportunities
for deep collaboration exist, and what works in one
jurisdiction can be rapidly rolled out in others.
Macro trends are driving interest in education
sector. First, the demographic dividend. Africa is the
youngest continent. In Kenya, the net population add
is above 1m a year. This represents the pipe-line of
students. There is no demographic dividend without
education. Charles Robertson, the global chief economist at Renaissance Capital pronounced that, in trying
to answer the question “where will the jobs come from
in demographically booming Africa?”.
A 54-year-old theory to test, which has relevance for India, Egypt and many frontier markets says
countries cannot grow sustainably unless there is
40% literacy and cannot industrialise unless there is
70-80% literacy. In East Africa, Kenya (78%) is ripe
for industrialisation, Ethiopia lags at 49%, far less
than China even in 1990. The East Africa Community
has the high investment rates needed to industrialise within five to 10 years. Our parents are correctly
determined to invest in their children’s education. Education is a need, not a want. The Gross Enrolment Ratio
has doubled in the last 10-years to 8.5% in 2016 from
4.5% in 2006 according to “The Business of Education
in Africa” report.
Other significant education announcements confirm
the sector is attracting a lot of interest. Fanisi Capital
is investing Sh400M in Kitengela International School
for an undisclosed stake. Makini School was acquired
through a joint venture between Schole (Mauritius)
Limited, a London-based education provider, Caerus
Capital and Advtech Group for Sh1.5B. Advtech Group
also launched Crawford Kenya International College.
Dubai Investments joined a consortium including Centum, Investbridge Capital and Sabis Education Network
and are set to roll out a chain of Sabis-branded private
schools in Africa. There are plenty of other examples.
New schools are popping up, like Nova Pioneer. We
must not forget strong indigenous brands like Braeburn, Starehe, Peponi, Visa Oshwal and others.
Competition and investment are required to equip
our children, the most valuable equity in Kenya for the
new 21st century, which is so fluid, so fast moving,
simply nothing like what has gone on before.
Aly-Khan is a financial analyst
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Why mobile phones
expose you always
When you look at tweets, Twitter gets personal
information from you including the IP address
ABEL MUHATIA
@muhatiaa

If you thought turning off your location settings on social media or mobile phone will help you run away
from an online advertisement or being tracked, you are wrong.
According to privacy guidelines on
Facebook and Twitter websites, you
will still be served with ads despite
turning on all privacy user controls
in place.
There are several ways to guard and
restrict what Facebook can access so
that they serve you ads specifically
through location-based ad targeting.
The measures include not checking-in to places you visit, not allowing the facebook app to access your
phone’s location, not listing your
current city in your profile and turning off location history in the facebook app.
However, according to Facebook
privacy basics, connection information like your Internet Protocol address or Wi-Fi connection and specific location information like your
device’s GPS signal helps tell where
you are.
“We may still understand your location using things like check-ins,
events, and information about your
internet connection,” Facebook says.
This means that even unfollowing
accounts that keep annoying you
with ads every minute, fast forwarding ads on videos or Installing an
ad-blocker on your device will not
stop online ads from reaching you.
This loophole, according to Internet and the law advocate Mugambi
Laibuta, easily makes way for foreign

firms to collect local data for their
own commercial use.
Facebook, through their website,
notes that an active location helps
them keep accounts secure through
monitoring where you normally login combined with other information
(not revealed) to detect suspicious
activity.
In its privacy policy, Twitter says
they receive “some personal information from you like the type of device
you’re using and your IP address,”
when you simply look at tweets.
An IP address will give them access to your location and allow them
to serve you ads, people to follow, relevant tweets and keep your account
secure.
Government plans to introduce
data protection laws. They are currently inform of proposed data protection bills by the ministry of ICT
and senator Gideon Moi. Last year,
the ministry promised to have the
two Bills harmonised. However, this
is yet to be done. The Bills seek to give
life to Article 31 of the 2010 Constitution which promotes rights to privacy to all citizens.
Laibuta has pointed out glaring
loopholes in the bill’s clauses that
can hardly be operationalised. For
instance, he says clause 4 of the Data
Bill 2018 which allows any established or ordinarily resident in Kenya
to Process data while in Kenya.
“The above clause is problematic
since the act will only apply to data
processors or data controllers while
they are in Kenya. These entities
should be subject to the law even
while outside Kenya in relation to
data collected in or from Kenya.”
The clause also denies the country
billions of shillings in taxes.

REUTERS/Zimbabwe will introduce a
new currency in the next 12 months,
the finance minister said, as a shortage of US dollars plunges the financial
system into disarray and forced
businesses to close.
In the past two months, the nation
has suffered acute shortages of
imported goods, including fuel whose
price was increased by 150 per cent on
Saturday.
Zimbabwe abandoned its own
currency in 2009 after it was wrecked
by hyperinflation and adopted the
greenback and other currencies, such
as sterling and the South African rand.
But there is not enough hard
currency in the country to back up the
$10 billion of electronic funds trapped
in local bank accounts, prompting
demands from businesses and civil
servants for cash which can be deposited and used to make payments.
Finance Minister Mthuli Ncube told a
townhall meeting on Friday a new local
currency would be introduced in less
than 12 months.
“On the issue of raising enough
foreign currency to introduce the new
currency, we are on our way already,
give us months, not years,” he said.
Zimbabwe’s foreign reserves now
provide less than two weeks cover
for imports, central bank data show.
Locals are haunted by memories of
the Zimbabwean dollar, which became
worthless as inflation spiralled to
reach 500 billion per cent in 2008, the
highest rate in the world for a country
not at war.
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Saudi energy
minister says oil
market on ‘track’
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REUTERS / Saudi Arabia’s Energy
Minister Khalid al-Falih said on Sunday
the oil market is “on the right track”
and will quickly return to balance, but
oil producers are willing to do more if
needed.
“If we look beyond the noise of
weekly data and speculators’ herdlike behavior, I remain convinced that
we’re on the right track, and that
the oil market will quickly return to
balance,” said Falih, addressing an oil
conference in Abu Dhabi.
“If we find that more needs to be
done, we will do so in unison with our
OPEC and non-OPEC partners where
collaboration is essential too,” he
added.
The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries and other
leading global oil producers led by
Russia, agreed in December to cut
their combined oil output by 1.2 million
barrels per day starting from January
to prevent a supply glut and boost
sagging prices.
Falih said that secondary sources suggest OPEC production in
December was already more than
600,000 barrels per day lower than in
November.
“We in Saudi Arabia went beyond
our commitment, and have lowered
both production and exports,” he said.

